Tech 8-9 A

Eileen

Bridge Project

Franie

Journal Entry 1 – 9/23/10 –
We discussed the rules and objectives of the project. “Lil’ Franie” was
incorporated into a thumbnail design. The bridge must span a length of 10
centimeters, which means the length must be OVER 10 centimeters because the
bridge must have room on the ends to rest on the land. We cross bridges all the
time, more than we realize actually. I remember driving over a bridge that crossed
over a highway, which there are a lot of. I also remember seeing a bridge across
the Genesee River when my family went to Dinosaur Barbeque for dinner.

Journal Entry 2 – 9/27/10 –
In class we went on West Point Bridge Designer Version 4. We started to figure
out how to build bridges that are low in price and will still hold the truck. Our
bridge is not completed yet so we don’t have a cheap design that will hold the
truck yet. We do know what’s not stable because the bridge collapses. For instance,
we now know that the members in the middle of the bridge have to be strong
enough to support the truck, otherwise it will snap in half. The same goes for the
other members of the truss. They need to be made sturdy enough to survive the
load test.

WEST POINT BRIDGE DESIGNER

Journal Entry 3 – 9/28/10 –
I read some example journal entries on the P.I.T. website. By the look of it, people
seemed to do better with the arch or triangle truss. I think I want to build a triangle
shaped truss. The trapezoid design seems the weakest, the weight is only spread
out between the two top joints, although in a triangle or arch, the weight is more
evenly distributed. One of the winning teams used a triangle truss with inside
shapes of triangles and rectangles.

Journal Entry 4 – 9/29/10 –
Eileen and I joined rowing club together. I have done Pittsford Crew before, and
we passed under many bridges when we were rowing. There are also many bridges
along the Genesee River, which is where the Brighton Rowing Club rows. I
noticed that most of these bridges have a middle pillar underneath them that I think
is there to support the bridge up. We do not use supports on our bridge, which
makes it more challenging.

Journal Entry 5 – 9/30/10 –
I was looking on the P.I.T and Mr. Knebel’s website to get some ideas for my
thumbnails. I examined the bridges of the winners in previous years. I concluded
that the weight should be as evenly distributed as possible, and then the bridge will
take longer to break. Using a triangle or arch design will help distribute the weight
better than a trapezoid. I’m also thinking about the designs we’ll put on it after
“crushing day” (sparkles and duct tape all the way!).

Journal Entry 6 – 10/4/10 –
Over the weekend, I was driving with my dad to orchestra. I was thinking about
my bridge project. Suddenly, I realized that we were driving over a bridge. I went
home that day and did some research. I found out that its full name is The
Frederick Douglass - Susan B. Anthony Memorial Bridge, though it is often
shortened to The Douglass - Anthony Bridge. It used to be called the
Troup/Howell Bridge. It is made out of metal and it is shaped like an arch.

Frederick Douglass - Susan B. Anthony Memorial Bridge

Journal Entry 7 – 10/4/10 –
When we were watching the video about different bridges and how they were
made, the one that really caught my attention and interested me was the bridge
made by Gustav Eiffel. It is a very complicated yet practical design. The wind can
blow through the open frame arch. I thought the design was the most interesting
out of all the bridges.
Journal Entry 8 – 10/5/10 –
We did our mechanical drawings in class today. We were mainly deciding and
drawing the perimeter of the truss our group was going to build today, I think next
class we will do more on our mechanical drawings. Franie and I chose to do a
triangle design truss, because it seems to distribute the weight better. We were also
considering the arch truss, but we decided it might be too time consuming. We also
want to make all of the inside shapes triangles, the journal entries that Mr.Priola
put on his website state that the most successful bridges in their class were the ones
with triangles. I believe that the triangle truss is a strong and reliable design.

Journal Entry 9 – 10/5/10 –
This doesn’t relate to the project that much, but I was, again, on Mr.Priola’s
website, and I clicked on a link to see pictures of bridges in SOUTH AFRICA! I
thought they were pretty cool. I noticed a hybrid truss design. There was also this
really cool, really long bridge. Based on the picture, I think it has mesh wire fence,
and planks of wood for the base. It is one of those “Shrek bridges,” kind of like the
bridge Donkey and Shrek crossed to get to the dragon’s castle and Princess Fiona.
However, this bridge was not a truss design.

The hybrid truss design

The “Shrek Bridge”

Journal Entry 10 – 10/6/10 –
In class we continued our mechanical drawings. We drew the rest of the members.
We also went over the types of joints, and the name of the lines. We learned
hidden lines last year when we drew our ox-yokes. Franie and I did another cost
estimation for the bridge we were planning on doing. The cost turned out to be
$650, a little too much, but there’s a LOT of extra wood (for strengtheners,
connecters, and to sell off). One thing we also need to do is finish our Westpoint
bridge, it is still more that $4000! We’ll try to get together sometime in Mr.Priola’s
room after school.

Journal Entry 11 – 10/13/10 –
I went to the Strong Museum with my sister over the weekend. There was a bridge
building station in the Reading Adventureland. I built the bridge Franie and I are
going to build, and tested it. It seemed pretty strong, so I think our bridge will be
pretty sturdy. I saw some other bridges that our classmates were building, I think
that they all look pretty sturdy, but some of them cost a lot. Franie and I have only
used three pieces of wood and some wood glue. I can’t even start to believe that
anyone would choose hot glue instead of wood glue.

Journal Entry 12 – 10/18/10 –
I did some research on wood glue, and obviously . . . it’s used to glue two pieces of
wood together. What I didn’t know, is that there are many types of wood glue.
Each one specially used for a specific task. Cyanoacrylate (crazy glue, superglue)
is best used for small repairs. Wood glue is not very self adhesive, but it sticks very
well to wood. I think it was a good choice to choose wood glue for our bridge. It
seems strong when gluing wood, and although hot glue dries faster, it won’t be as
effective as the wood glue.

Journal Entry 13 – 10/20/10 –
We finished our Westpoint Bridge, and it is now below $4000! I want to try to
bring it down even more from what we have now, which only barely below $4000.
I think we should try to hollow out some of the members, and make them smaller. I
think it is really cool that one of our members is only size 60! I also want to try
changing the material of the members. That might lower the cost as well.

Journal Entry 14 – 10/22/10 –
On Thursday at crew, we could not get the boat off the dock because there was too
much wind. The coach decided to let us go on the playground instead of row. On
the playground, there was a bridge. It was not built like professional road bridges
because it was made for children. It was made out of durable/strong plastic, and the
frame was metal. It was a fairly small bridge. Most people see a bridge as a big
structure that big weights are brought across. But I say that even a playground
bridge or The Three Billy Goats Gruff bridge is relevant to the community. Every
bridge that can hold weight is a bridge to me.

Journal Entry 15 – 10/23/10 –
I’m glad we finally finished our bridge. I think we glued it pretty well, except for
hot-gluing the two trusses together. It seems pretty strong and I think we have a
good chance of getting and efficiency factor of below 3. Eileen and I worked pretty
well together, and I wish I had been able to do more. She did great on the days I
was sick and I really appreciate it. Our bridge looks good and I can’t wait for
crushing day!

Journal Entry 16 – 10/24/10 –
I went to the magic club field trip on Saturday the 23rd. We passed over the
Rainbow Bridge to get to Canada for the show. The show was great, but the view
from the bridge was great as well. You could see Niagara Falls and the mist
emitting from the falls. We passed over the bridge into Canada with no problems. I
think the Rainbow Bridge signifies something. Not just the excellent workmanship
of our people, but also the unity of America and Canada. It’s an easy passage into
Canada that many people take every day.

Rainbow Bridge

Journal Entry 17 – 10/26/10 –
We crushed our bridges today. I think our bridge turned out pretty well. It was
amazing to see some of the other bridges as well. Ffion, Rachel, and Candice’s
bridge was amazing! They did have a lot of help from Ffion’s dad, but I think their
bridge was really cool nonetheless. This project was really fun and it was great to
see everyone’s bridges. I think I want to be with Eileen again for ATV. We work
together well, but make it fun.

